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About This Content

Get 2 Blue Orbs. Each Blue Orb boosts your vitality by 1,000 points.
Note: There are 14 Blue Orbs in the game. You cannot have more than 14 Blue Orbs (20,000 vitality points), even if you

purchase extra Blue Orbs.
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what a wonderful little game! the "puzzles" are a bit "just look around old places, and maybe new things will have shown up,"
which is suboptimal, but it's fine: it's not really about the puzzles: it's about seeing what happens next. the whole thing is very
charming, right to the end!. Neat new features like the camp and access to shops via the map make gameplay a lot easier and
respawning mushrooms and eggs take away the fear of spending your money, making it a lot easier to play. However the
storytelling feels a bit lacking next to its predecessors and the only thing stopping you from ripping through the game is needing
to train your combat to take on certain enemies. still fun and would recommend buying but if u were losing interest after the
second then this one may not be your cup of tea.. Okay, first off, its not a rather easy game even for experienced FPS players.
However, if you are looking to improve your reflexes and reastion time, this is definitely for you. Bear in mind, its not a regular
run and gun game. Its merely a game to hone your shooting skills in for other games. Even though ammunition's unlimited, your
grenades arent and your health regen is super super slow.

Downside:
-Its new, so expect imperfections. a bit buggy, graphics are abit jumpy at the beginning.
-Armory not available yet.
-no side arm at the beginning
-reload animation is♥♥♥♥♥♥(if you're into realism gameplay)
-Health regen's like♥♥♥♥♥♥
-Unlimited ammo

But if you are looking to train, this is a recommended game.. Four years in development and it is really disappointing.

Compared to Hotline Miami or Ruiner (or even Hatred) it's just poor. Controls have lags (it's a nightmare on a controller), story
is tiresome with ugly cutscenes, and numb dialogue, and for a shoot'em up game you have small selection of weapons (only
four).

It's not worth the price.. Hello friends! I will write a review about this dlc! Basically, it adds all the vehicles that STAG uses...but
with a saints paintjob for them of course.

Recommended for new vehicles to add to your game!
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This game looks cool, i like the subject matter, but its missing something.
I was looking for another game like "production line" while taking a break from Factorio and decided to give this game a try.

Simply put, as much as i enjoy factory games, i find it hard to care about selling the stuff i am making..
You are given orders which are strait forward, you make them, and you get rid of it.
No sense of accomplishment, Nothing really changes based on your actions, you put 1+2=3 now get rid of it.
The employees are annoyingly dumb, and the only thing stopping you from walking away is that you need to make sure your
repair man does not neglect some random item for too long.

This game is still early access, there obviously still needs to be more additions to the game like financial breakdowns, more
variety of items, exc. But in its current state i cannot reccomend this game, nor do i care enough to finish it. After my first
secession, i did not care enough to re-launch this game. Back to Factorio.. At first glance Beglitched looks like a simple match-3
game with colorful visuals and cutesy sprites, when in fact, is so much more than that.

Beglitched is a puzzle game where you play as the "stranger" who found the "Glitch Witch's" Laptop from a super sekrit hiding
place. Congrats. Now you start your adventure by taking the place of the Glitch Witch to bomb hackers, fix forums, run away
from dogs and deliver cat pictures, all while learning the secrets of the Glitch Witch in the process.

The "how to play the game" is simple.

You travel around computer networks to dig up for items/rabbits/coins, Minesweeper style.

Battle Mechanic(Match-3):
Activate Computer nodes to find the enemy location. Then blow up the enemy with a bomb.
Sounds easy right?
Now comes in the Energy and Cycle Management.
Each time you move a tile or activate a node/bomb, you consume 1 cycle.
When activating nodes or triggering a bomb, you spend energy.
You lose health when you activated a node with the enemy inside it or when everytime the cycle ends.
I won't go in-depth on this because all these are demonstrated/stated in the tutorial.

All of these become more complex through the course of the game. Complex Puzzles that really make you think. You'll
encounter enemies immune to bombs, glitchy computer networks that doesn't seem to have any entry/exit. A bit frustrating at
times, but very satisfying when you solve the puzzles, which, I think, is how puzzle games should be.

Another thing worth the praise are the Glitch Witch's secret notes. It tells you how the Glitch Witch spends her free time. From
being fascinated from the flushing sound of the toilet, to her opinions about lies in life. This gets you immersed in the story and
wonders who the Glitch Witch is, which motivates you to try and attempt to uncover where the Glitch Witch is, and why did she
give her job to someone else.

Overall, this is an excellent puzzle game.
Low Replayability. Good soundtracks. Cutesy Visuals.
One of the indie games that, for me, feels "fresh".
Recommended to anyone who likes puzzles or just plain want to try something new. Give it a try.. A delightfully evil action
puzzle game. There are a lot of great details.

There are some downsides. Town layout is not great in some levels, and you can wander around with everyone dead just looking
for the exit. Some areas require more precision than the controls allow, forcing you to lose large numbers of your guys.

Still, for $1, it is great fun for an hour or two. And very friendly evil. I recommend it.. It's a bit laggy, but I like "The Sandbox".
cannot save!!!
Always asking for "saving disc 1",
there is no saving disc 1 in the game.
Besides, price is really..... These kind of 20 years ago game sell for $10?. This dlc is the best. I was looking for something space
like. Thank you guys for this. Hopefully you will get done with that save\/load soon lee. Amazing dlc and amazing software.
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10\/10

When i went to go open up gameguru there was a WHOLE bunch of stuff. Walls, space like hallways, npc's, alien in a glass
container, space rocks, and etc! This is one of the best packs i have bought and since i bought this one im going to get another
one. Very happy about this purchase. The 6th entry on the 12 Labours of Hercules series, which are a bunch of neat resource
and time management clicker games. Unsurprisingly, this game is basically more of the same, with 56 levels that are a bit
repetitive, for this game and the series. It’s just another standalone expansion. There’s a few gameplay additions, but this time
there’s new environment art and music. While the gameplay is the same, the visuals are fresh, something that this series needed.
If you enjoy the series, you’ll definitely enjoy this one too. And it isn’t expensive. However, there’s something that I must
address. There’s an achievement that requires you to beat the developer records on all levels. In previous games that was a bit
hard but doable because you only needed to beat them on 10 levels at most. But this time you need to do it on all of them. And
while it’s doable, it’s very frustrating. If they wanted to increase the difficulty of this achievement, they could increase it to
20-30 levels. But doing it on all of them feels unfair and a bit lazy. If you’re hardcore, you’ll enjoy it. But the vast majority,
myself included, don’t agree with this design choice. It may be a deal breaker for some, and something to consider first.. Will of
the gods is your typical cheap low poly cart style game that is a dime a dozen, but it somehow makes the gameplay extremely
fun. I give this a negative review because it says its a strategy game. There is no strategy it is like 95% percent luck because the
controls are so sloppy. These cloppy controls are a part of the game design though. I JUST WANT THESE STUPID
FOLLOWERS TO GORUP UP! but they keep running away from eachother, its also hard to tell how many followers are in a
large group, if there was a number on the group it would be great, but there is not. There is also situations were your group
decides after you tell them to split up to stay right next to eachother even though you told them to move different directions.
This is probably because the controls are so sloppy, but it causes a lot of BS losses.
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